
 
 

The Scottish Cultural and Fraternal Organisation 
 

Here are some useful tips for the budding Unionist. 
 

1.   Denigrate Scottish culture as much as possible. This reduces peoples self-
esteem and stops them from having enough confidence to vote for self-
determination. It may eventually lead to them rejecting their own culture 
altogether. 

2.   Deny that there is any such thing as Scottish culture. 
 

NOTE: (Avoid doing both [1] and [2] at the same time, some people might just 
notice the incompatibility problem). 
 

3.   Point out how well Scotland is doing under the Union. 
4.   Point out Scotland's higher unemployment figures and that Scotland gets 

subsidised by England. 
 

NOTE: (Avoid doing [3] and [4] at the same time, slight compatibility problem yet                                           
again) 
 

5.   NEVER admit that there is a higher percentage of the Scottish population 
working, or that Scotland generates far more for the exchequer per head. 
(or the huge inequity in 'unidentifiable' expenditure) 

6.   Rubbish every Scottish hero. 
7.   Rubbish Scottish history. 
8.   Rubbish Scottish literature. 
9.   Rubbish Scottish music. 
10.   Rubbish Scottish scientific achievements. 
11.   Rubbish Scottish languages. 
12.   Pretend that nationalism has never featured in Scottish history, or that it                                                                                

has only recently reared its ugly head.  
13.   Tell protestants that nationalism is pro-catholic. 
14.   Tell catholics that nationalism is pro-protestant. 
 

NOTE: (Avoid doing [13] and [14] at the same time and make sure what school 
your audience went to first.) 
 

15.   As much as possible, get control of all means by which people can be fed 
the above; TV, newspapers, publishing, museums, tourist attractions. 
Money will be available. 

16.   Tell the electorate that Labour would have had even more votes if their 
"core" voters hadn't been so apathetic and stayed at home as a protest. 

17.   Use one source of economic statistics one minute and then rubbish the 
same source the next. 

18.   Always use the word "significant" to describe unionist achievements. 



19.   Tell everyone that they should be "proud" to be British and that they 
should support the England football team. 

20.   Say that oil wealth from Scottish waters is "British" and not Scottish. "It's 
not 'oor' oil". 

21.   Say: "there's no point discussing this, it's a reserved matter for 
Westminster". 

22.   Say: "Scotland does very well for such a "wee" nation"    
23.   Say before every election that you'll "end child poverty within 10 years". 
24.   Praise the Daily Record's latest witch hunt. 
25.   Laugh down any criticism and answer questions with insults. 
26.   Worship everything English. 
27.   Define everything Scottish as something English, or as the same as 

everything else English in some way, to justify yourself. 
28.   Make what the English and the Quislings have done in Scotland the 

definition of the country and the people. 
29.   Leave everything the native patriots have done out of that definition. 
30.   Pretend as hard as you can that Scotland was always a part of England, 

oops, sorry, Britain. 
 

An extract from our Constitution: 
 
Siol nan Gaidheal exists to promote culture and national awareness. We offer a new 
alternative, a new dimension, for consideration by the Scottish people.  We believe that the 
Union with England has never been a partnership of equals. It was, and is, and always will 
be a cultural, political and economic take-over and a complete disaster for Scotland. The 
event of 1707 was violently opposed by the Scottish people whose anguish and humiliation 
persist to the present day.   We believe that the land of Scotland belongs to her people, it 
is not a commodity to be bought and sold in the market-place to the highest bidder.  The 
connection with England has taught the Scottish people to ignore and even hate our own 
heritage and culture. A people taught to undervalue and depreciate their own heritage 
could not but be demoralised, timorous, dependent and unsure of themselves. A people, in 
contrast, encouraged to take proper pride in the culture and heritage of Scotland would 
confidently insist on their rights and responsibilities including the right recognised by all the 
world’s peoples to National self-determination and Independence.  
 
It is the aim of Siol nan Gaidheal to restore the self-respect of the Scottish people and 
through this, restore National Sovereignty. We must unite as Scots against those visible 
unworthy forces which tend to damage our national character. In particular, prejudice and 
bigotry, which are so easily applied to colour, religion, party politics etc. We seek a society 
where harmony will replace discord, and animosity will be replaced by tolerance and 
compassion. We would celebrate the Spirit of Scotland and acclaim the rebirth of her 
people. 
 
Siol nan Gaidheal offers an alternative, a new concept, a new vision to the Scottish people. 
Our philosophy avoids the divisive codes of party politics. Still less do we accept that 
economic expediency can be a government's policy. Only by uniting and combining our 
talents with an overriding vision of freedom can we accomplish what our politicians have 
conspicuously failed to do, bring health, wealth, hope, democracy and pride back to the 
Scottish people, and the rebirth of a strong, united, Independent Scotland. 
 

No Party Politics. No Sectarianism. No Racialism. 
 

Further information available on our website: 
www.siol-nan-gaidheal.com 

e-mail: feedback@siol-nan-gaidheal.com 


